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More than two years ago now, when I first started to consider what I wanted to for my
thesis, I shot my ambitions out into the stars. “A graphic novel,” I’d decided. “I want to write and
draw a graphic novel based on Dungeons and Dragons, it’s history in it’s portrayal and use, the
psychology of it, and what the game and the stories my friends and I played through have meant
to me in my life, and what it has meant to others with similar and their own unique experiences.”
The game Dungeons and Dragons (D&D) has been shrouded in stigma – so many people afraid
to even try it out due to those undesirable personas constructed around the game. It’s hardly ever
looked at as the incredible creative exercise and amazing bonding experience that it presents, a
surefire potential to bring a group of people closer together as they joke, problem-solve, and
process both game and real life together, while learning about how very much those two realms
overlap. With how much the game has meant to me and how highly I regard the potential of its
power, I wanted to construct a story and a commentary to do it justice. I wanted to show how
real it could be for my friends and myself.
So that’s what I set out to do, for a while. I conducted some research on the game’s
history, read some published stories on experiences with the game, and talked with my friends
about our experiences and what it was like growing up with this creative outlet. But with passing
time, at a far quicker pace than even the warnings of my elders could have prepared me for, I
started frantically thinking… How the hell am I going to do this? What exactly am I trying to say
that I can translate into a visual story? How can I possibly make something that is supposed to be
a great love letter and homage to this game that had such an impact on my life and so many
others, a project that even I myself will be happy with? I got stuck. I had no idea how to move
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forward with this project, and the last thing I wanted was to end up with something that would
fall so short of what I felt could potentially be an extremely interesting project.
Then in my Junior year, life and school threw some wrenches on my track, and I derailed.
I felt at this point there was no way I could write anything like what I wanted. It was as if all of
my creativity had just left me. I was supremely exhausted, unmotivated, and down, and where
some might think that writing this positive story might have been a good project to bring me out
of this slump, it just wasn’t happening. I didn’t have the that same perspective I needed when
looking back on it anymore, and it felt like a horrible chore more than anything. That is not how
I wanted to feel when I’m trying to tell this story.
I started taking art courses at JMU, scribbling in my school notes again, took a series of
short courses at the Kubert School in New Jersey. I used my projects to tell my stories as a way
to work through them, but I also used the projects, whenever I got the chance, to bring other
stories to life. Characters or scenes or settings from a world I felt like I’d forgotten for a while,
and I realized that I didn’t need to construct a massive commentary or weave a complicated plot
to show what the worlds I experienced and my friends and I created meant to me. I could bring
aspects of them to life with every drawing I make. I could eventually present these worlds and
open them up to others in such a way that they could figure out how they would interact and, I
hoped, connect.
This project is my exercise in an introduction to world design, my attempt to bring bits
and pieces of a world created by my closest friends, myself, and the Eberron Dungeons and
Dragons campaign book. Although the game started originally as a normal D&D campaign, with
city names, settings, magic, and items as they were in the campaign book, the desire to make the
world more unique and the systems, histories, and settings far more personalized emerged when
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we realized what a story we were creating. My friend who ran the game, Robert Rizzo, would
add in these elements of the world that were fascinating, and we would explore them as much as
possible, talk about them out of the game more than we did in it and expand on these ideas to see
what we could push out the other side.
With the project unfolding to be one of the first steps towards what Robert and I
especially are working towards, for a larger, epic, long and exciting comprehensive story,
concepts of the game setting crucial to the story from the D&D books could stay, but we had to
and very much wanted to make them unique to us. For example, a country that utilizes their
undead for their army was a broad enough example from the campaign books, a country called
Karnnath. New names, the decisions to run their military and magical power down almost
exclusively to their capital, and the capital’s design, an “old town” falling under slight disrepair
with elements of the “new town” built underground, beneath it all for a catacomb-ish experience,
the style of clothing and manner of the residents and the nobility, and the overall eerie tone of the
city with reverence for undeath, as though it is another stage of life, makes the setting unique and
fit far better into a new setting we’ve constructed. Removing technologies, creating a unique
basis for the magic system, rewriting history, developing the many different types of beings and
their evolutionary paths, instantiating new cultures, and more, have occurred throughout this
design project. And as I thought more about designs I wanted to incorporate into a culture’s look
or beliefs, more ideas came to me about how I wanted to further expand on a group’s history.
And of course, I had to give attention to the characters of my friends and myself. They’re
more real to me than any cartoon character I had watched on television or seen in comic books
(and there were plenty of those with which I identified pretty strongly, too). For these D&D
characters, not only did I grow up with them on a far more interactive level, but I grew up as
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some of them; some of them represented me at different times of my life – my struggles,
aspirations, achievements, and sorrows. I wanted to pay homage to my friends who shared these
experiences with me, people I count myself incredibly lucky to have known and grown with to
this day. My closest friends in the world. And, their stories have not always followed the paths
they seemed set to take. They have experienced their own big and small victories and tragedies,
which means we have all seen the contours of one another’s joys and sorrows and tried the best
we could to honor those experiences.
My project redirected, it has still been a lot to undertake, and that had me nervous for
quite a while. My expectations for myself can get unrealistically high, and I wanted to have a
good amount drawn and brought to a visual conclusion for this project. But I reminded myself
that this whole idea is about process, about becoming. It was never meant to be completed in the
relatively short time I was tackling it. Much larger teams of professionals take multiple years of
exclusively dedicated time to construct something to the final scale I had in mind. I am a student
wrapping up college, finishing on what has ended up being my busiest semester of school by far,
and not just because of this project. Yet, no matter how stressed out or worried that I would be
turning up a disappointing project, I ended up with a body of work of which I’m proud, and that I
cannot wait to continue. This collection is a solid official starting point to an exciting and vast
project ahead of me.
I cannot express how thankful I am for the opportunity and the push this project has given
me to explore a side of art and creativity I had never dived so deeply into, and for my first bit of
comparative exposure to a creative world I am very much interested in pursuing as a potential as
career.
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Balancing school, life, and work has been incredibly tough at times, far tougher than I
expected. Learning how to better handle myself in situations where I feel I’m being pulled in
every direction has been a vital lesson that has accompanied this project as well. I can’t say that
I’m not looking forward to my first long, real break out of school in sixteen years. But I can say
that I’m leaving with a concept of which I am proud, and some genuine feelings of
accomplishment and growth achieved here in my four years at JMU, my four years in the Honors
program, and my last chunk of time on this project. My experiences with the people I’ve met,
some of the classes I’ve taken and projects I’ve done, and this beginning of a process I absolutely
adore and in which I can lose myself in an instant, have been invaluable.
Once shaken up with direction unclear, the walls of a misleading tunnel vision to a
fabricated finish line crumble down, and a world of possibilities starts to open up.

Though the project is not the largest and grasps just the beginnings of a greater concept,
it holds great significance to me and there are many people who have helped me out
tremendously in the past several years, and I want to acknowledge them.
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Thank you to all of my professors who encouraged my creativity and opened me up to
different parts of the world, to all of my peers for introducing and exposing me to different
perspectives, ideas, and experiences, and to all the people I’ve talked to about this project who
encouraged me with supportive words such as, “Hey, that sounds pretty cool.”
A stronger thank you to my advisory committee, Professors Hilliard, Loyacano, and
Carbrey, for their support, feedback, and provided resources that helped to open up the process
even farther. And, to the Honors department, who enthusiastically supported my thoughts and
process, letting me work very much at my own pace and providing great help and understanding
through my semi-hectic process of choosing a topic and moving things along.
Finally, a special thanks to my parents, who have gone out of their way many times to
offer help when I was getting to be too much, and whose continued support means the world (all
worlds) along with the rest of my family; to my sister, who thinks this stuff is little weird but has
honored me by listening, inquiring, and supporting my work; And of course to my friends who
have shared these experiences with me and were extremely excited about the prospect at hand.
To Zach, Aaron, and Stone, whose stories have run the longest with mine, to all of the other
players and great friends who have contributed their minds to the process throughout the years,
and particularly Robert, the earliest creative mind in the process, the one who introduced us all
to this game and experience, and with whom I could spend days on end continuously expanding
this world.
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